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be a positive force

The best teammates establish winning cultures
through their own character, commitment, and
work ethic. They lead with tremendous effort in all
situations as they set the example for their
teammates to follow.

A great teammate lifts the spirits of the group
through enthusiasm and encouragement. Superstar
teammates have an energy about themselves that
keeps everyone in the group positive and confident.
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sacrifice your ego

show respect

The ultimate teammates set aside their personal
agendas sacrificing themselves for the good of
the team. They accept their role and work towards
becoming a star in that role.

care passionately
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Great teammates are incredibly supportive. They
are excited for your success and they always have
your back during times of struggle. The best
teammates never let their individual performance
affect their attitudes.

bring out the best in others
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Great teammates are coachable. They hold themselves accountable as they are true team players.
A great teammate shows respect by listening,
being on time, and having a good attitude.

be reliable
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The best teammates can always be counted on. Day
in and day out they follow through on their word.
Great teammates earn the respect of the group
through their consistency.
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Great teammates completely believe in their
fellow team members. They know their teammates
strengths and position them to succeed. This total
trust allows their teammates to perform with
tremendous confidence.

communicate openly
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A great teammate connects with team members by
personally investing in each one. They form strong
relationships allowing them to lead, demand
accountability, and keep the team moving in the
right direction.

competent
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Great teammates always push themselves to
expand their understanding of the systems they
employ. They understand that the more knowledge
they have, the more they can help their teammates.

highly competetive
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Great teammates are fueled by an internal fire that
pushes them toward continual improvement. They
set high standards and push their teammates to put
forth their best effort.

